We report a survey of center cell shapes developed for Superconducting Radio Frequency (SRJF) multi-cell cavities for different projects. Using a set of normalized parameters, we compare the designs for different frequencies and particle velocities for the fundamental mode. Using dispersion curves of High Order Modes (HOM) (frequency verse phase advance) calculated by MAFIA for a single cell, we further optimize the cavity shape to avoid a light cone line crossing at the dangerous resonance frequencies determined by the beam bunch structure and eliminate the trapped (or high R/Q) modes with a low group velocity. We developed this formulation to optimize a 5-cell, 750MHz cavity shape, with good real-estate accelerating gradient and a strong HOM damping waveguide structure for the JLab 1MW ERL-FEL project.
INTRODUCTION
A traditional design process for a SRF cavity shape is to maximize the R/Q of fundamental mode (shunt impedance/intrinsic quality factor) and geometry factor G for a given RF field limit of Bpeak/Eacc or Epeak/Eacc. For Various designs of SRF cavities have been used for different acceleration frequencies and particle velocities. We surveyed only inner cell shapes using a normalized coordinate in Figure 1 and a normalized parameter set in Table 1 . They are cell shape dependent only, so a fair comparison is possible. The name ID represents different projects referenced in Table 1 . The first ten rows are from developed projects [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] . The next three rows are the projects currently under development. The next four shapes starting from Rounded Pillbox (RP) are the designs under this optimization. The data from the Pillbox and Hemi-sphere are analytical results representing theoretical limits with zero iris and no cell-to-cell coupling (k,,=O). Here is fundamental mode wavelength, =v/c is designed particle relative velocity.
Our preference for high-current applications, from Table 1 , is a low loss (LL) design for low cryogenic cost in CW operation. Either JLab-LL or ILC-LL shape has relatively high R/Q and G. Other designs optimized for low-beam or pulsed-mode operation, were excluded. Re-entrant shapes are not yet practical for chemical cleaning. To preserve the high R/Q in the LL shapes, a small iris ratio r/ is needed.
HOM POWER DEPOSITION
Due to the high beam power, any high impedance HOM that resonates with the bunch excitation will cause a huge power deposition.
Power Spectrum A time averaged HOM power spectrum has been calculated for the pulsed proton beam structure in the Spallation Neutron Source (SNS) linac [18] . This algorithm has been modified for the ERL-FEL beam 0-7803-8859-3/05/$20.00 ©2005 IEEE
., GHz beam harmonic, up to 19 kW of HOM power could be deposited which would be a challenge for the damper. Careful control of this frequency is essential for machine protection. A correct way to calculate the R/Q is using the phase value only at the synchronous point as the input for the periodic phase advance in MAFIA. The R1F fields calculated are complex, representing energy exchange through the phase boundaries. The R/Q has to involve the modulus of integration over these complex fields [18] .
